Machinery.

JACQUARD CARD REPEATING MACHINE TABLE.

Mr. James McMurdo, Miles Platting, Manchester.

In continuation of our notices of the Jacquard machinery and adjuncts made by Mr. James McMurdo, Manchester, we this week give an illustration of a 600’s card repeating machine table. This machine is made in two sizes, to repeat 400’s and 600’s cards; the 600’s size will, of course, repeat the 400’s as well. It is a well-known and indispensable machine for Jacquard users, who prepare their own cards and for Jacquard card makers. Being extensively in use it calls for no elaborate description and is noticed here in order to complete the series. We only need therefore to draw attention to the fact that it is constructed in the good quality of materials, and with the careful finish that distinguishes all the machines turned out of the establishment of Mr. McMurdo.

We are pleased to note the fact that the continuously growing demand for this firm’s machinery is compelling a great enlargement, which is now in progress. This will considerably increase the productive capability of the establishment, and enable it to comply more specifically with the frequently urgent demands of customers. As the various branches of the textile industry in which the Jacquard and its modifications are an indispensable requisite are growing rapidly, and likely to continue so, the firm may be congratulated upon its enterprise in this direction.

In our issue of the 5th inst. we announced that Messrs. Walker, Moss, and Co., Cuerden Mill, Lostock Hall, Preston, had ordered a number of looms of Messrs. William Dickinson and Sons, who were inadvertently stated to be of Burnley. It should, of course, have been of Blackburn. We regret that the error should have been made.